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GPLEA Cars 

 

Thanks to all of the GPLEA guys the GPLPS Installer contains all of the GPLEA cars inluding the 

options. However it might be not so obvious to deal with them. 

Hints 

Original GPLEA page as it is today: http://gplea.rscsites.org/ 

Backup and links to all cars: http://srmz.net/index.php?showtopic=3816 

So you have installed GPL via the GPLPS GPL Installer and you have made the basic choices during 

the installation: 

 

  

http://gplea.rscsites.org/
http://srmz.net/index.php?showtopic=3816
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What is the result in terms of the GPL file structure? 

 

This is the file structure from the GPLEA Brabham. By default the installer only uses the folder 

content of the BT24 Standard and if you have selected Activate 2D helmets during the installation 

the content of the folder 2D Helmet Version and copy these files to the base Cars/Cars67/Brabham 

folder. 

The result in game looks like this: 

 

BEFORE FOLLOWING THIS OR BEFORE CHANGING OTHER CARS 

MAKE A BACKUP OF THE GPL\CARS FOLDER!  
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Now we activate the Player BT20 as an example 

Please open an explorer window and navigate to your GPL\cars\cars67\brabham\Player Ligier folder 

and mark all files in it (hint CTRL+A) and choose copy in the context menu: 

 

Next select the GPL\cars\cars67\brabham folder and choose Paste: 
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You might receive this warning: 

  

Now back in GPL and again into the car 

 

That's fine but you may want to have your Standard Brabham back. Navigate to the 

GPL\cars\cars67\brabham\BT24 Standard folder and select all files and then use copy and paste to 

get the original BT 24 Standard back. 

  

Overwrite all files and 

don't ask for every single 

file 

Chose the option to 

copy and replace 
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Here's how to do with pictures 

Move to GPL\cars\cars67\brabham\BT24 Standard folder and select all files and then use copy 

 

Then select the GPL\cars\cars67\brabham\ folder and select paste 

 

Choose Copy and Replace and Do this for the next n conflicts. 
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Now start GPL again and it should look like this: 

 

As a fallback and how this all works 

GPL uses a file called brabham.dat (brm.dat, coventry.dat, eagle.dat ...). If you delete all files in the 

base Brabham directory (not the subfolders!) so that it looks like this: 
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Now start GPL and jump into the Brabham cockpit and you see the original GPL Papyrus Brabham: 

 

Now to get it all working again just copy the folder content of the GPL\cars\cars67\brabham\BT24 

Standard folder and select all files and then use copy and paste to get the original BT 24 Standard 

back. 

In game everything should look fine again: 
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But what happens if you delete to much or have mixed it up somehow? 

No worries. Like I said the most important file is the brabham.dat. You can simply copy this file from 

your GPL CD in case you have deleted to much: 

 

The GPLEA cars itself are also included. Check the GPL\repository\GPLEA\cars folder: 
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Now take a look at the Brabham folder for example: 

 

When you navigate to the GPLEA Brabham V2.1 folder and copy all files and directories to your 

GPL\Cars\cars67\brabaham folder and again use copy and paste to transfer the BT24 Standard 

folder files to the Brabham folder everything should be fine. 
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Also you find the content of the yDNA car cams in the repository folder: 

 

Just unzip (You can use 7-zip which you can get from here: http://www.7-zip.org/ to unzip this) and 

copy the car cam file to your CAR directory. 

Same for the 3D RIMS in Mirrors from yDNA. You find the files here: 

 

REMEMBER: It's always a good idea to make backups before dealing with GPL folders and files :) 

http://www.7-zip.org/

